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THE RESIDUAL FINITENESS OF 
THE CLASSICAL KNOT GROUPS 

E. J. MAYLAND, JR. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n . T h e purpose of this paper is to extend the class of knot 
groups whose commuta to r subgroups are known to be residually a finite p-
group (i.e., residually of order a power of the prime p). Such a knot group is 
known to be residually finite (see, e.g., [10]), and al though this class is qui te 
restricted we will show tha t it includes all the groups of knots in the classical 
knot table [15]. 

Of course fibred, or Neuwir th , knots belong to the class since they are 
characterized by having commuta to r subgroups which are free of finite rank, 
and free groups are well known to be residually a finite ^-group [7]. 

For non-fibred knots , Neuwir th [14] showed t ha t the commuta to r subgroup 
can be built up as a direct limit under a countable sequence of generalized 
free products . T o handle this construction inductively, it is convenient to 
employ Baumslag 's concept of a parafree group. (Denot ing the terms of the 
lower central series of G by yiG = G, 72G, . . . , we define G to be parafree (in 
the var ie ty of all groups) if G is residually ni lpotent and G has the same 
sequence of quotients G/jïG, G/y%G, . . . by the terms of its lower central 
series as some free group F. If G/72G is free abelian of rank r, then we also 
say t ha t G is parafree of rank r. See [3].) In [10] some sufficient conditions 
were found for the commuta tor subgroup of the group of a non-fibred knot to 
be a direct limit of parafree groups and therefore to be residually a finite 
p-group. In [11] the commuta to r subgroups of the (one-relator) groups of 
two-bridge knots were shown to satisfy these conditions. Also it is not hard 
to show by direct calculations t ha t these conditions are satisfied by the groups 
of the non-fibred knots of the classical knot table (see, e.g., [15]) except for 
the six knots 815, 925, 935, 938, 94i, and 94g. 

In establishing these results it is actually shown tha t the generalized free 
products involved reduce to the adjunction of a countable sequence of roots 
to a free group. Here we will develop further conditions sufficient to imply 
tha t the commuta tor subgroup of a knot group is the ascending union of para
free groups and therefore residually a finite ^-group. In particular, as was 
announced in [12], these conditions are satisfied by groups of the above six 
remaining classical knots (in which the parafree subgroups involved cannot be 
built up from the (free) group of the complement of a minimal spanning sur
face by the adjunction of roots) . 
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To begin with we establish in § 2 the residual nilpotence of certain generalized 
free products of free and /o r parafree groups. Since so few generalized free 
products are residually nilpotent, it is not surprising tha t these results are 
quite technical. They are derived ult imately from Baumslag's technique of 
using compatible filters [2] and were motivated by Allenby and Gregorac's 
results on nilpotently separable subgroups [1]. 

In § 3 we follow Neuwirth 's analysis of the s tructure of the commuta tor 
subgroup, and show tha t the results of § 2 will sometimes imply the para-
freeness of the generalized free products involved. 

T o s ta te our conditions, suppose the knot k spans an algebraically un
knot ted surface 5 of minimal genus, and let H and K be the two inclusion-
induced images of TI(S) = F2g in the group X = F2g of the manifold "S3-split-
along-5"'. (See [14; 10; or 17].) Then our main result is the following 
theorem : 

T H E O R E M 3.2. Let G be the group of the knot k, and H, K, and X all as above. 
Suppose H and K are free factors of the (free) groups H • y2X and K • y2X 
respectively. If \X : H • y2X\ = pn, then y2G is an ascending union of parafree 
groups and residually a finite q-group for any prime q 9e p. 

By Corollary 2.3 of [10] we have 

COROLLARY 3.5. G (as above) is residually a finite solvable group. 

By a theorem of G. Baumslag [4], it follows 

COROLLARY 3.6. Any two-generator subgroup of y2G is free. 

Finally in § 4 we give some examples and remarks. 

2. T h e res idual n i l p o t e n c e of s o m e general ized free produc t s . If C is 
a class of groups, we say tha t the group G is residually-C provided for each 
element 1 ^ x in G there exists a group H in C and a homomorphism 3> from G 
onto H such tha t 1 ^ <£>(#). In generalization of this concept we say tha t a 
subgroup K of G is C-separable or separable by C-groups if for each element 
x Q K there exists a group H in C and a homomorphism <ï> on G onto H such 
tha t <£(#) ? $(K). Mal'cev, Baumslag, and others have studied subgroups 
of solvable or nilpotent groups which are separable by finite groups and finite 
^-groups (see [1]), bu t we shall need to show tha t subgroups of free groups 
and other not necessarily nilpotent groups are p-separable, or separable by 
finite ^-groups. For a general reference on combinatorial group theory, see 

[9]. 
We begin, given a prime p, by writing GpJ = gp(gp3\g in G) and G(i, j)p or 

just G(i, j) = ytG • GpJ for any group G. In this notation a finitely generated 
group G is residually a finite p-group if and only if DTjG(i,j) = 1 and H ^ G 
is ^-separable if and only if OTj{G(i, j) • H\ = H. 
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We are now prepared to s ta te our calculational tools, the first of which is 
trivial (since a finite ^-extension of a finite p-group is a finite p-group) . 

LEMMA 2.1. Let H S K S G with C\ {K(i, j) • H) = H and \G : K\ = p\ 

Then H \G(i,j) • H] = H. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G = A * B be residually a finite p-group and H ^ A 
with H \A(i,j) • H} = H. Then O {G(iJ) • H) = H. 

Proof. Consideration of the homomorphism 0 from G onto A which maps A 
identically and B to 1, shows that G(i, j) C\ A = A(i,j). 

Applying 6 to x £ Pi \G(i,j) • H) we can write 

x = /h#i • t\ = h2a2 - t2 = . . . 

where hkak G H - A(k,k) and 4 £ BG C\ G{k, k). Bu t G = ^ * 5 , so hkak • 4 = 
hk+iak+i • ̂ +i implies a*"1 • hk~

l • fc^+i • ak+i = tktk+l~
l £ A f~\ BG = I. Therefore 

h = t2 = ...e nGiij) = i,sox = Aiai = /̂ 2a2 = . . . e n M(*, j) -H\ = H. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. L d 7? be parafree of rank n, F,H, K ^ Fw, and G = F*H==KR. 
Suppose H is a free factor of y2F • H, \F : y2F - H\ = pm and K is p-separable in 
R. Then G is residually a finite p-group. 

COROLLARY 2.4. If, in addition, G/y2G ~ Fn/y2Fn, then G is parafree of rank 
n and hence residually a finite q-group for all primes q. 

Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let M be the kernel of the canonical mapping 
G —* F/H - y2F. By Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting (or the Karrass-Soli tar 
subgroup theorem [8]), M is isomorphic to the free product of pm (isomorphic) 
conjugates of N = H • yiF*H==KR, amalgamated along the respective conju
gates of H - y2F. For convenience, by abuse of notat ion, we will label these 
conjugates N, Nu N2, . . . , 7VX, . . . , iV>_i. 

(We remark tha t M can also be represented as a ' 'graph of groups" with 
one copy of H • y2F amalgamated to pm different conjugates of R along the 
respective conjugates of H.) 

We consider an element W 5^ 1 in G. H W & M, then we can represent W 
non-trivially in the finite p-group G/M. Otherwise we write W £ M canonically 
as W = WoWiW2 . . . Wr with only Wo amalgamated and consecutive non-
amalgamated syllables from strictly different factors. 

Now H is a free factor of y2F • H, so we can write y2F • H = T * H and 
hence N = T * R. Therefore N is residually a finite p-group. Fur thermore , the 
image of F in this presentation is T * K, so F is p-separable in N by Proposition 
2.2. I t follows t ha t we can separate each syllable WK from the amalgamated 
subgroup in a quot ient group of order a power of p. More specifically, let 
6 : M —> N be induced by the natural " iden t i t y" isomorphisms of the various 
factors N\ to N. Then, by choosing i and j sufficiently large, we can assume 
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t ha t Wo (t N(i, j)p and tha t 6(Wk) is not in the image T * K of the amalga
mated subgroup F, for k = 1, . . . , r. 

Clearly if W has length 0 or 1, 6(W) and hence W will have a non-trivial 
image in the finite p-gvoup N/N(i,j). Otherwise we form the generalized free 
product , P, of the pm conjugate quotient groups N\/ N\(i, j) with the images of 
(7" * K) • N(i, j)/N(i, j) in each conjugate amalgamated. But (as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1 in [4]) P, itself, is residually a finite p-group, for if 6 : P —> 
N/N(i,j) is induced by 0, then ker 0 is a free group (by a well-known theorem 
of H. Neumann [13]) so P is an extension of a free group by a finite p-group. 

I t follows tha t W can be represented non-trivially in a finite p-group so t ha t 
M and G are residually a finite ^>-group. This completes the proof of Proposi
tion 2.3. 

If G/y2G~ Fn/y2Fn, then it follows from Proposition 1 in [3] tha t G has the 
same lower central sequence as Fn. Thus G is parafree, residually torsion-free 
nilpotent, and, by a theorem of Gruenberg [6], residually a finite g-group for 
all primes q. This proves Corollary 2.4. 

3. App l i ca t ions to k n o t groups . Let k be a knot, and G = 7ri(53 — k) be 
its knot group. Then G/y2G is free cyclic and, by Neuwirth 's analysis of the 
s t ructure of knot groups (see [14]), y2G is a generalized free product of the form 

(3.1) y2G = . . . * X-i*F2gX0*F2gXi* . . . . 

Here each X t is isomorphic to X, the fundamental group of the three-manifold 
"53-spli t-along-S" for some fixed spanning surface 5 of minimal genus, and 
the amalgamation from Xt to Xi+\ represents the identification of the appropri
ate copies Ki Ç Xi and Hi+1 Ç Xi+\ of the inclusion induced images K and H 
of the group of the spanning surface in X. As indicated, ir\(S) == F2gy and 
we will restrict our a t tent ion to knots k for which 5 is algebraically unknot ted, 
tha t is for which X is free (of rank 2g). 

We restate our main result. 

T H E O R E M 3.2. Let G, H, K, and X be (is above. Suppose H and K are free 
factors of the {free) groups H • y2X and K • y2X respectively. If \X : H • y2X\ = 
pm, then y2G is an ascending union of parafree groups and residually a finite 
q-group for any prime q ^ p. 

Proof. Denote the subgroup Xi*F2g • X2* . . . * Xn of y2G (given by 3.1) by 
Xin. Similarly, using the homogeneity of the presentation, write Xn for the 
subgroup of 3.1 generated by any u consecutive factors. We will show Xn is 
parafree by induction. 

We claim first tha t Xn/y2X
n ~ F2g/y2F2g. (This was surely known, for 

example, to Seifert, bu t we sketch a proof for completeness.) Let V and V1 

denote the Seifert linking matrix [16] for S and its transpose. Then for / = 
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, it follows that V - V1 is the 2g X 2g block matrix 

0 
{0} 

(3.3) 

V 0 
o y 

{0} 
J J 

having / on the diagonal and zero elsewhere. Under an appropriate choice of 
bases in K, H, and X we will have V and V1 defining the inclusion-induced 
mappings H/y2H -» X/y2X and K/y2K --> X/y2X (See [17]). It follows that 
the abelian group Xn/y2X

n is presented by the n by n — 1 block matrix Lnj 

given by (3.4). 

F 0 
V - F 0 
0 F' F 

0 - F ' 
(3.4) 

± F 0 
T F ' =FF 

0 ± F ( 

The w by w - 1 block matrix Ln 

Now all of these relation matrices present a free abelian group of rank 2g 
(corresponding to the empty matrix), since considering Ln as an n by n — 1 
matrix of blocks we can reduce Ln to Lw_i by the following sequence of equi
valences corresponding to Tietze transformations of appropriate factors or 
amalgamated subgroups in Xn/y2X

n. 
(1) Replace row 1 by the sum of all the rows. 
(2) Replace column m by the sum of column 1 and column m for m = 2, 

+ 1 for m = 1, . 
(3) Delete row 1 using column 1. 
(4) Replace row m by the sum of row m and roA 

n - 2. 
(5) Multiply by - 1 . 

Since any one factor X is embedded in Xn and its generators are independent 
modulo y2X

n, we have X/ykX embeds in Xn/ykX
n, and therefore Xn has the 

same lower central sequence as a free group of rank 2g. 
We will now show Xn is residually a finite £>-group by induction on n. 

Since X1 ^ F2g and Xt
n+1 ^ (Xin * Xn+1

u, Kn = Hn+1), it suffices by Proposi
tion 2.3 to show that Kn is ^-separable in Xi1. 
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We have already remarked tha t the abelian quotients X/y2X • H and 
X/y2X - K are presented by the Seifert linking matrix and its transpose. I t 
follows t ha t y2X • K is also of index pm in X. We write X? = (X^ * X2

n~u, 
Kx = H2) and present (as in the proof of Proposition 2.3) the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism from Xin to X^/y^Xi1 • Ki as a graph (generalized 
free product) of pm copies of N = (72^1 * • Kx * X2

n~1; Kx = H2) amalgamated 
along their respective (free) conjugate subgroups y2X^ • Kx. 

Now Kn is ^-separable in X2
n~l by induction, (and Lemma 2.1), and there

fore in N by Proposition 2.2. I t follows tha t if U = UiU2 • . . . • Un Q Kn has 
length zero or one, in the graph, then U can be separated from the image of Kn 

in some finite p-group N/N(i, j). But the graph is residually {a generalized free 
product of pn isomorphic finite p groups}, where the image of Kn is finite and 
consists of elements of length one. Since such generalized free products are in 
turn residually a finite ^-group, the image of any U of length two or greater 
can be separated from the finitely many members of the image of Kn. Thus 
Kn is ^-separable in the graph, therefore, clearly, ^-separable in all of Xin. 
Therefore all Xn are parafree, completing the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

As indicated in the introduction, we have the following immediate conse
quences. 

COROLLARY 3.5. The knot group G (as in Theorem 3.2) is residually a finite 
solvable group. 

COROLLARY 3.6. Any two-generator subgroup of y2G is free. 

4. E x a m p l e s . We indicate briefly t ha t the group of the knot 935 (which was 
not previously known to be residually finite) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.2. The groups X = (a, b\ — ) , H = ((ab)2a, (ab)2ba\ — ) and 
K = (aba2, (ab)2b\ — ) are found from the pretzel projection as in Figure 4 .1 . 

Evident ly V = J 21 and det 7 = 7 , so \X : H • y2X\ = 7. To present 

H • y2X choose coset representatives a, a2, . . . , a7 = 1 and representative 
function a —> a, b —> a2. Writ ing A and Bu i = 0, 1, . . . , 6, for the generators 
corresponding to a1 and aiba~~\ we compute 

r(H-y2X) 9^FS= (A, B0l . . . , 5« | - ) 

and T(H) = (BiBAA, BiBAB&\ — ) . The computat ion for K is analagous. 
Unfortunately all pretzel knots do not have residually nilpotent commuta tor 

subgroups. Seifert [16] gave an example with trivial polynomial and therefore 
perfect commuta tor subgroup. In this case the commuta tor subgroup has no 
nilpotent homomorphic images. Also the main result of [5] is the existence of 
pretzel knots for which det V = 1 but the inclusion maps of H and K into X 
are not onto. In this case H is not nilpotently separable in X so the Xn are not 
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ABA' Oil (AB)2A 

(AB)2B a2 
(AB)2BA~ 

K H 

residually nilpotent. Such a knot spans an algebraically unknot ted , weakly 
incompressible surface (the inclusion induced maps H/y2H —» X/y2X and 
K/y2K —> X/y2X are one-to-one), bu t does not have a residually ni lpotent 
commuta to r subgroup. Nevertheless we still conjecture t h a t the commuta to r 
subgroup of an al ternat ing knot is residually a finite p-group for any prime p 
not dividing de t V. 

T o further this s tudy we would have to s t rengthen Proposition 2.3. We feel 
t ha t m a n y similar generalized free products are residually nilpotent . In par
ticular, for applications to knot groups, we expect to be able to weaken the 
requirement t ha t the index \F : y2F • H\ is a prime power to merely tha t it is 
finite. However we give jus t one example of the sorts of problems encountered 
in generalized free products of this type to show tha t such theorems will not 
hold without additional hypotheses. 

Let G = (a, b, c, d\a3 = c\ b2 = d*). Then G = (a, b\ - )*F2(c, d\ - ) and the 
amalgamated subgroup is a free factor of a subgroup of index 6 with (abelian) 
quot ient Z2 © Z 3 on each side. However, G ~ (a, c\a3 = c2) * (b, d\b2 = ds) 
is a free product of two knot groups, hence not residually ni lpotent . 
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